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Vélobici Albert jacket: Winterproof your ride
Warmth and weather protection using state-of-the-art technology

Leicester, January 8, 2020: Our new Albert Thermal Winterproof jacket allows you to ride

in comfort regardless of the weather conditions.

The Albert has been created from a fleece-backed three-layer laminated fabric that is

breathable, water resistant and windproof to deliver a high level of thermal protection in cold

temperatures.
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“The weather is so unpredictable these days that we wanted to create a jacket that would suit

the wide range of conditions our winters throw at us - one day it’s freezing, another it’s wet and

warm ...” said Chris Puttnam, founder of Vélobici. “The Albert will protect you from pretty

much anything but it’s also incredibly light, which means you can pack it away when you warm

up.” We’ve added reflective panels to the rear for increased visibility to other road users, and a

reflective rubberised VB logo to the chest and rear hem. Cuffs are ‘duckbilled’ for additional

storm protection and a hidden front pocket with waterproof zip ensures valuables are easily

accessed.

A double front zip allows you to adjust the closure on the fly to provide full ventilation without

removing the jacket. Throw the Albert over any riding kit to add an extra essential layer to

winterproof your outfit.

FEATURES

Lightweight, 180g per sqm fabric Fleeceback Breathable, thermal, water and windproof fabric

Reflective panels to the rear

Reflective rubber VB logo to chest and reflective rubber Velobici logo to rear hem

Duckbilled cuffs for storm protection

Hidden front pocket with waterproof zip

Double zip closure
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